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address Access or locate by address.
His address was abrupt and unceremonious.

asset
An item of property owned by a person or company, regarded as having
value and available to meet debts, commitments, or legacies.
The school is an asset to the community.

belonging An affinity for a place or situation.
We feel a real sense of belonging.

beneficial Relating to rights to the use or benefit of property, other than legal title.
The beneficial effect on the economy.

benefit Derive a benefit from.
For the benefit of all.

commodity A useful or valuable thing.
Commodity markets.

externalize Make external or objective, or give reality to.
Language externalizes our thoughts.

forfeited Surrendered as a penalty.

fungible
Of goods or commodities; freely exchangeable for or replaceable by
another of like nature or kind in the satisfaction of an obligation.
It is by no means the world s only fungible commodity.

healthiness The state of being vigorous and free from bodily or mental disease.
hemorrhage Lose blood from one’s body.

mail A vehicle such as a train carrying mail.
You ve got mail.

merchandise Trade or traffic in (something), especially inappropriately.
The official merchandise for the film.
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misappropriate
Dishonestly or unfairly take (something, especially money, belonging to
another) for one’s own use.
The report revealed that department officials had misappropriated
funds.

mislay Place (something) where one cannot find it again.
I seem to have mislaid my car keys.

objectify Make impersonal or present as an object.
Good poetry objectifies feeling.

owned Having an owner; often used in combination.
State owned railways.

payee A person to whom money is paid.

post A starting post or winning post.
The newspaper posted him in Timbuktu.

product
A person whose character and identity have been formed by a particular
period or situation.
Waste products.

property Shares or investments in property.
The property of heat to expand metal at uniform rates.

proprietorship
An unincorporated business owned by a single person who is responsible
for its liabilities and entitled to its profits.
Plenty of new firms especially sole proprietorships don t make money in
their first few years of operation.

resource Provide with resources.
The database could be used as a reference and teaching resource.

sale A period during which a shop or dealer sells goods at reduced prices.
We withdrew it from sale.

squander Allow (an opportunity) to pass or be lost.
You squandered the opportunity to get and advanced degree.

stock Supply with livestock.
It was a fine gun which he forged stocked and completed himself.

thing Anything used for emphasis.
Here s the thing this is a story not a piece of hard news.

trading The action or activity of buying and selling goods and services.
Trading profits leapt.

value Fix or determine the value of assign a value to.
Value the jewelry and art work in the estate.
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ware
Articles of the same kind or material usually used in combination
silverware software.
Blue and white majolica ware.


